The moderate decrease in invasive cervical cancer incidence rates in Spain (1980-2004): limited success of opportunistic screening?
Despite its low incidence, invasive cervical cancer (ICC) is still a public health concern in Spain, due to its being perceived as an avoidable neoplasm. Social changes in recent decades may have increased the risk of ICC among Spanish females. This study sought to update incidence trends in Spanish registries. We studied the ICC incidence time trend over the period 1980-2004 using data from 13 Spanish population-based cancer registries, analysing all cases and the two main histological types, i.e. squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and adenocarcinoma (AC). Change-point Poisson regression models were fitted for all women and for the following three age groups: 25-44, 45-64 and > or =65 years. Age-period-cohort models were used to study cohort and period effect. ICC incidence showed a moderate decrease (annual percentage change: -0.9%; 95% CI -1.3% to -0.5%). Whereas rates among younger women rose sharply by 5.5% until 1990, when they began to descend by 1.2% annually, among women aged > or =45 years they declined by 1.5% per annum. In the last decade of the study period, divergent trends were found for SCC and AC, i.e. downward versus upward, respectively. Risk increased with birth cohort after 1940-45 but the period effect showed opposite trends for the two histological types. Cervical cancer incidence rates have decreased moderately in Spain, a trend consistent with the preventive effect of widespread opportunistic screening.